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PROJECT

From the Evolutionary Roots of Sex Differences to the
Contemporary Landscape of Health
Male and female health is different, but just how much more vulnerable older males were in the SARS-CoV-2
pandemic may have come as a surprise. Sex differences in health, rooted in our biology and evolutionary history,
combined with the effects of gender, have implications that span from our individual well-being to global health. A
balance of the immune and resource requirements associated with competing and with caring for young will have
forged the evolution of sex differences in immune system function in mammals. The field of immunology is rapidly
expanding in scope and scale, with ever more detailed characterization both of processes of protection against
infection or cancers and of the harm inflicted by the immune system itself (the immune system is quite a dangerous
line of defence). The more we learn about the mechanisms underpinning immune function, the better equipped we
are to understand the trajectory of the evolution of immunity and current facets of differences in health. In turn,
this readies us to better meet the different treatment needs of different individuals and to understand how these
differences intersect with and refract the shifting demographic and epidemiological global context.
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TUESDAY COLLOQUIUM, 21.09.2021

Ecology and Evolution of Hosts and Pathogens
Pathogens are part of our ecology, and we are part of theirs. Thus, pathogens have shaped our evolution and we
have shaped theirs. To illustrate ways of thinking about this, I will probe some of the mysteries of coronavirus
ecology; and recast some of the surprises of the pattern of impact of the pandemic virus on ourselves. First,
addressing coronavirus ecology, there is a puzzling mismatch in the fact that, despite vast diversity in wildlife
populations, and several conspicuous recent jumps from animal populations to spread in human populations, only a
small number of coronaviruses appear to persist in human populations. Another puzzling issue is why, despite
multiple jumps from camels into human populations, and despite overlap in many core characteristics with the
pandemic virus, Middle-Eastern-Respiratory-Virus coronavirus has never been a pandemic threat. Second,
considering the health impacts of the pandemic virus on ourselves, the extraordinary risk gradient of severe
outcomes with age, and the varied patterns of severe outcomes across the sexes both point to features of our
immune systems likely to be moulded by our evolutionary ecology.
This introduction sets the stage for my focus over this year: the roots and consequences of sex differences in health
outcomes. Sex differences driven by the immune system must have deep evolutionary roots, and are driven by
fascinating mechanisms springing from both chromosomal and hormonal differences. Taking a longer view throws
up rich vagaries of research in evolutionary ecology, but might also illuminate individual health outcomes, and how
they intersect with our rapidly changing environment, particularly at the margins of life, in the very young and the
very old. Finally, both sex and gender differences in health will shape the landscape of transmission of infectious
diseases, and intersect in particular ways with the research context (what is studied, and what we learn) and the
context of care (who gets what treatment), which itself has deep and many faceted consequences for our health.
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